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CURRICULUMM VITAE 

Peterr Rasker was born in Schiedam, The Netherlands on June 13, 1970. He attended secondary school at 
Calss College in Nieuwegein. In August 1991, he began to study Psychology at Utrecht University with a 
majorr in Cognitive Psychology and Organizational Psychology. In April 1996, he received his master's 
degreee in Cognitive Psychology. From June 1996 until present, he has been affiliated with the institute 
off  Human Factors of the Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO). He 
participatedd in various projects varying from software usability tests to performance analyses of military 
commandd and control systems. His research interests include team performance in complex situations, 
naturalisticc decision making, and methods for (cognitive) task analysis. Peter Rasker is also interested in 
thee topic of shared knowledge in organizations and how psychologically motivated theories can help to 
solvee knowledge sharing problems in practice. 




